
CROSSBODY BAG and WALLET  by Aunties Two 
 
CLASS SUPPLY LIST for the WALLET 
 
Class goal is to complete one wallet as shown in the picture     
    
Instructor:  Carol McLeod 
Learn how to weave with fabric to make this 8" x 5" wallet.  
Make your weaving strips, anchor or frame your weave on 
three sides, weave and bind.  If you like the technique, you 
can go on to make placemats, rugs or beautiful bags and 
baskets!  Instructor will show samples during class. 
 
 
 

If you would like to preview the technique, go to auntiestwo.com. Click on the videos page 
and scroll down to AT273 Crossbody Bag. Click on the video to watch how to make your 
strips OR how to weave your strips. 
 

MATERIALS AND TOOLS 
 
Pattern:  Crossbody Bag and Wallet  by Aunties Two provided in class 
 
Fabric Requirements:  
Long or Vertical Weaving Strips:    3 strips 2½" wide x 42/44" long          
Short or Horizontal  Weaving Strips:   3 strips 2½" wide x 42/44"long 
Binding      1 strip 2½” wide x 42/44” long 
Lining/Pockets     ¼ yard 
 
Consider using one color/tone for the long weaving strips and another color/tone for the short weaving 
strips.  Make sure they contrast well to accentuate the weave. Also, consider  using the same fabric for 
binding and lining/pockets. 
 
Interfacing  ¾ yard  of Fusible Fleece (987F by Pellon or WS426 by Bosal ☺) 45" wide.       
   Cut 6 strips 1¾" x 45". Use the remaining for the pockets. 
   
Magnetic Sew-In Buttons ☺   2  buttons  
 
Buttons 
1” Buttons  (or various sizes if nested) 2  buttons (optional: smaller buttons to nest) 
 
Other Supplies and Tools: Matching or coordinating cotton thread, sewing machine, sewing 
machine needles - Microtex  90/14. Iron, ironing pad, Dritz Thermal Thimbles ☺ (available in 
class), scissors (both large and small), red Clover Wonder Clips ☺ or pins, rotary mat, rotary 
cutter, acrylic rulers, chalk, seam ripper, hand sewing needles. 
 

☺All items followed by a smiley face will be available for purchase in class.  Other patterns 
and interfacings will also be available 


